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Congratulations! You have made an extremely important decision in helping your
children learn to read. Research shows that knowing the alphabet and recognizing the initial
sounds in words are the skills most likely to lead to success in early reading.

Phonics Plus, Book A develops a child's skill in recognizing the alphabet and the
initial sounds in words. Phonics Plus accomplishes this by actively involving the child in
hearing, saying, seeing, and writing the letters and sounds. This book is appropriate for
kindergarten and beginning first grade.

By using this learning technique, Phonics Plus quickly focuses the child's attention
and reinforces basic skills. This approach also encourages the child to create and to write
from the very first lesson.

English is an alphabetic language: the spelling is designed to represent the spoken
sounds. The /b/ sound, for example, can be heard at the beginning of the word book; the short
/a/ sound can be heard in the middle of the word bat.

By showing young readers this sound-symbol relationship, you will give them one
important key that will help to unlock written messages. Even though English has many
spelling patterns that eventually need to be learned, the first step in reassuring young readers
is contained in Phonics Plus, Book A: It shows that the language is systematic.

Phonics Plus, Book A asks the child to write on every page. Writing focuses the child's
attention and acts as a powerful strategy for reinforcing the item to be learned. The writing
activities also give the child a chance to be creative.

Any beginning reading program naturally needs a rich environment of books, reading
aloud, and time for sharing ideas found in books. Those activities create the interest that
motivates children to work on decoding skills and other skills that enable them to become
proficient readers and writers.

Phonics Plus, Book B is an advanced first-grade book that introduces the basic
sound-spelling patterns such as those called short-vowel patterns (cat, bed, bit) and those
called long-vowel patterns (rake, bike, cute; nail, team). Book B continues the hear-say-see-
write techniques introduced in Book A. Taken together, Phonics Plus, Books A and B provide
a thorough decoding program that will serve the first-grade student well.

Thank you for caring about the learning success of your children.

Family Learning Association

The Family Learning Association

Phonics Plus A
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Set aside a regular time for your child to work on the exercises in this book. In fact,

two or three short periods of work each day will be better than one long one. Because most of
the exercises are presented in groups of five, you can devote each weekday to one page and
then let your child work on the review exercise on the weekend.

Also have a regular place for your child to work. Use a desk or table with flat surface,
and make sure your child holds the paper straight on the surface. Provide large pencils, and
you may want to get some paper with control lines so your child can have more practice if it
is needed.

This book is designed to help your child become acquainted with the letters of the
alphabet and with the sounds they make. It is the place to try things out, to make mistakes,
and to learn by doing.

This is not a spelling book.
At this early stage, it is not realistic to expect children to remember how to spell every

word in this book, and that is not the purpose. Instead, we want to provide the background
that will prepare your child to study spelling in a systematic way after this book is finished.

To establish the necessary background, we first show your child how to print the
letters of the alphabet in order. Then we match each consonant letter with the sound it
represents when it is used at the beginning of words. Next, we look at some consonants used
at the end of words. Finally, we introduce the short vowels at the beginning of words such as
apple and egg.

Help your child.
Offer your child any help that is needed. Don't hesitate to spell out words or to point

out any important bit of information, no matter how often it has been presented. The idea is
to give your child practice in getting acquainted with letters and their sounds, and the
experience should always be positive. This book is designed to help your child discover that
letters and sounds can be matched and that words can be figured out.

Family Learning Association Phonics Plus A vii
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Lessons 1 3 1

Workin9 on the Lessons

Don't be concerned if your child doesn't already know the alphabet: that's what this
book is for. All the letters are introduced in alphabetical order (also called ABC order), and
additional activities help your child practice printing the letters in order. Furthermore, at any
time you can refer to the complete alphabet on page 1 and you can sing the Alphabet Song to
remind your child of the proper order.

Lesson 1 gives instructions for "Recognizing and printing capital A and small a." The
same instructions apply to all the following lessons that introduce letters of the alphabet
(through Lesson 30). These instructions won't be repeated on every page; just supply the
name of each new letter as you move along.

Explain to your child that each letter can be written as a capital letter and as a small
letter (also called uppercase and lowercase). In every one of these lessons, the purpose is to
have your child see the letter, say the letter, and then print the letter, first by writing over the
outlines that are provided and then by printing the letter without any outline.

Use these alphabet lessons to suit your child's needs. If your child already knows how
to print some letters, just review them briefly. For letters that are unfamiliar, your child can
practice on all the lines provided and can use additional pieces of paper as well. Of course,
there will be many more chances to practice the letters in words throughout the later lessons.

8
Family Learning Association Phonics Plus A 1
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Use this page whenever you want to review the letters in alphabetical order. Also sing
the Alphabet Song.

2

9
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Follow the arrows to print each letter.

1 0
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Lesson
Recopizin9 and printin9

Capital A and Small a

A 4
f-s1 I
_44

r I \
/\.

/ \ i I / \/ \ \ / \ __1 4-

Child print:

Point to the box at the top of this page and say the letter A. Then have your child say the
letter. Explain that this can be printed as a capital A and as a small a. Show your child
how to follow the gray outlines to print the letters A and a. On the next two lines, have
your child print these letters without any outlines to follow.

4 Phonics Plus A Family Learning Association
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Recopizin9 and printin9

Capital B and Small b

Bb
1 --;)

II
11 7)

frN
L./

11,
L r /

7.,,)

Child print:

1 ) I

I -K k-:""s

/

IT') 11,
rks-/

Point to the box at the top of this page and say the letter B. Then have your child say the
letter. Explain that this can be printed as a capital B and as a small b. Show your child
how to follow the gray outlines to print the letters B and b. On the next two lines, have
your child print these letters without any outlines to follow.

Family Learning Association
12
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Lesson 3

Recosanizin9 and printing

Capital C and Small c

4"''" Ir

17-\ (7"--
Ars 40.--

/
/

.1 (7' (7'
41."' Ar

Child print:

Point to the box at the top of this page and say the letter C. Then have your child say the
letter. Explain that this can be printed as a capital C and as a small c. Show your child
how to follow the gray outlines to print the letters C and c. On the next two lines, have
your child print these letters without any outlines to follow.

6 Phonics Plus A Family Learning Association
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Recorizin9 and printin9

Capital D and Small d

Dd 11---1 11

1 J
1

111 kI
1 / /"4

11

1 \ 41

1 I
11 II \ /1

1 J /"4
I

1 k 4

-1\
/ ThJ

I

Child print:

Point to the box at the top of this page and say the letter D. Then have your child say the
letter. Explain that this can be printed as a capital D and as a small d. Show your child
how to follow the gray outlines to print the letters D and d. On the next two lines, have
your child print these letters without any outlines to follow.

Family Learning Association Phonics Plus A 7
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Recopizin9 and printin9

Capital E and Small e

Child print:

Point to the box at the top of this page and say the letter E. Then have your child say the
letter. Explain that this can be printed as a capital E and as a small e. Show your child
how to follow the gray outlines to print the letters E and e. On the next two lines, have
your child print these letters without any outlines to follow.

8

lb
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Lesson 6
Reviewing the Letters

A throu911 E

a c e

0-0
Help your child print the missing letters. Use capital letters for lines 1 and 3, small
letters for lines 2 and 4. On line 5, print the capital letters on the moving vans. On
line 6, print the small letters on the train cars. Your child can color the pictures after
the letters are printed.

Family Learning Association 1 6 Phonics Plus A 9
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Lesson
Recorizin9 and printing

Capital F and Small

Arww

4 1

r 7= I r 4- le-

1 ZI-70 =-°
1 1 1 1

AF.°r ir ir
41_

I .747, I I L-17,

Ar.,
r 7=

*I *1 *I
=1.7. I

Child print:

Continue as before.

10
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Recorizin9 and printin9

Capital G and Small 9

-7 /
44

I

j
-1

\ ,___,
/Thl
%_44

I 7\ ,/ /Thl
%_44,

I 7\ i %_44
I

%_/
I

1....)
1

1....)

Child prhit:

1 /-1 I
4 4

Continue as before.

18
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Recorizin9 and printin9

Capital H and Small I-1

H 11
1: - 11 11, 1:

li' M I -1 V -i
I I I I I I I I

11, li
I

I: ._ II
I I V-I

I I I I I I I I

I I

*I --* 111
1: _,_._ 1:

I

1: __._ II
I -I 1' "si I I' -i I

I I I I I I I I I I

Child print:

Continue as before.

12

19
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Recopizin9 and printin9

Capital I and Small i

1 1 1 1 1 1

11 11

Child print:

Continue as before.

20
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Lesson lel

Recopizin9 and printing

Capital J and Small j

J .

J
11

. I'
li

1

1 ii 1 ii

I I

l..../ l..../

11 1

1 II 1 II I I I\,/ II \,__/ 41 \,/ 41

I 1 1

l./ 1... l..../

11
. 1: 11

1 I

4I
1 1 1\/ 1 \,/ 1 \,/

I I

Child print: '-'1 l....

.

11

1

l.../

Continue as before.

14

21
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LeSSOn el-V

Reviewing the Letters

A through J

e

I

Help your child print the missing capital letters and the missing small letters. Print
capital letters in the balloons. Your child can color the balloons after the letters are
printed.

2 2
Family Learning Association Phonics Plus A 15



Lesson 13
Recopizin9 and printin9

Capital K and Small k

Kk 11,4 11 11 ,, 11

i<, i,,
I'. I N I'.

I 4 11 I zr, II II". 11

< I,, IN I,, N
IN. I N IN. I IN.

1 4 I I

41 i 4 II<< 1,
IN.

I
I IN.

Child print:

II 4 il
l< IA/
I N IN.

Continue as before.

16

2 3
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Recopizin9 and printin9

Capital L and Small I

LI II II II II

I I I I

L__ I L __ I

II 11 II II 11 11

I I I I I I

L __ I L__ I L__ I

11 11 II II II II
I I I I I I

L__ I L__ I L __ I

Child print:

Continue as before.

Family Learning Association
24
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Lesson et,
Recognizin9 and printin9

Capital M and Small m

111\ A

11', ,AI
I \ / IM Ill IVI iii-y-,3iii I \IV/ I

I

iv-y-,4iii

11$ ,A1 11$ /AI Iti$ /AI
I \ / I IV-Y-1 I \ / I IV-Y-1 I \ / 1 11---Y-1

+1 1 1I V I 1 1 1 I V I i 1 1 I V I

ItA A IN\ A IN\ A
I \ / 1 I \ / 1 i \ / I
I \ / I ivy, I \ / I iv-y-, I \ / I iv-y-,
I V I 4 1 l l I V I 4 1 l l I V I 31 1 1

Child print:

Continue as before.

18

25
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isSSOV
Recopizin9 and printin9

Capital N and Small n

Nn 1

1 \ I

1 N 41 1

\ 1 I I

1 N 41 1

'M
In4\I 111-I

N 41 I

1\ I

I N 41 I

1 \ 1 'Km
I N +1 I

11`.
1 \ 1 I FM
I N 41 I

Child print:

Continue as before.

2 6
Family Learning Association Phonics Plus A 19



Lesson IT
Recopizin9 and printin9

Capital 0 and Small o

0 k 1 if-
...... ..../

if M

k 1
......,

Child print:

k 1 Itm...... ..../

Continue as before.

20

2 7
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Lesson et)
Reviewing the Letters

A throu911 0

Help your child connect the dots to draw the picture. Begin with the dot marked A
and follow the letters in alphabetical order. (Notice that the letters D and E are on the
swing.) Your child can color the picture after the dots have been connected.

2 8
Family Learning Association Phonics Plus A 21



Pp
Lesson 19

Recorizin9 and printin9

Capital P and Small p

Pp 1 r-:. 1 1.1
41 I 41 Ir I I, ""-% r 1 If%

I 1'J I

1 1

1 1

I 1---.1 I 1--=.1 I 1--.1
31_ 1 41_ I

1 I If-% 1 I l'-% 1

I .14-/ I 41`-/ I

1 I

I1---=.1 I r-:. 1 r---.-
41 / 41 / 41 1

1- I If M r II, M r 1 If M

I 41._ / I 41--/ I

I I I

Child print: I I I

Continue as before.

2 9
22 Phonics Plus A Family Learning Association



laRSSOn

Reco3nizin3 and printin9

Capital 0 and Small

Q cid (:11 k \NI
k

al (111 (7,1
, , ,

, , ,

k ,J (-11
-,14

1- I I

Child print:

Continue as before.

Family Learning Association

30.
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FRr
Lesson Qe't

Recopizins and printin9

Capital R and Small r

R r
I 1=41
41 I 41 Ir- \ FN.\

\ TIF-

11.1 I 1--.1 11.1
41 I 41 I 41

1--C
I \ I \ I \

Child print:

Continue as before.

24

31
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Lessov
Recopizin9 and print1n9

Capital S and Small s

Ar
/ \ /\ \N .11".e -.

/
.dr Ar.\/ / \\

N. .4 \r \ r \
.1/"...
r 'N

\ \ I \
%... .... \ 01

...
N. ....)

40"'"

Child print:

.

Continue as before.

32
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Lesson Vb
Recorizin9 and printing

Capital T and Small t

71-
I I 1:

7-
II 11_

I

I

=i=".

I

I

I

-i-.
I

,-i- --.-1-- --r-
I:

IL 11, il !II_
-1-* II =1:- -1-

I I I I 1 I

--7- 7-77 .--r
1 1 ii,_ I 1 !1_
it -F. H-. I

I I I I I I

Child print:

Continue as before.

26

3 3
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Lesson V6)-t .2k

Reviewing Upper Case Letters

04 throu911 T

Have your child print the capital letters that are missing.

Family Leatning Association

3 4
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Lesson 6)41

Reviewing Lower Case Leffers

a thro4

Have your child print the small letters that are missing.

28

3
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LeSSOn Qe,

Recopizin9 and printin9

Capital U and Small u

U u
4I

1

1

1

1

11 1

41j 1\ 1 11 1j
II I

4I
I I II I

11 j

I141 1

1 1/ BI 1 I jil 1/ j j
Child print:

Continue as before.
3
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Lessov
Recorizin9 and printing

Capital V and Small v

/Vv /
\ /
V \\,/

/
/

V

/ / %\ I
/ / /

\ / \ / \ /
V V \i`vf V \\v/I

/ /
/ /

\
V \M V

\ /
\i`vi

Child print:

Continue as before.

30 Phonics Plus A Family Learning Association



Lesson QT
Recopizin9 and printin9

Capital W and Small w

W ,\ A / A /
V / \ / /V /

\e/V \ / \ /
tt

V V

,\
\

\ / \
V V

t\ A / ,\ A / ,\ A /
V / \ / V / \ / V / \ /

\ / \ / \ / \ /
V V t\v/Avi V V '11/A\v/I V V 'I/A\fl

,\ A / ,\ A / ,\ A /
/ \ / / \ /

V V vv V V 1\v/A\vi V V 1\v/A\vi

Child print:

Continue as before.

Family Learning Association

3 8
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Lesson
Recorizin9 and printin9

Capital X and Small x

X X
VAV\i`

X X\\xi/ vxv

,4/ 4/
X X

Child print:

Continue as before.

32

3 9
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Lesson V9
Reco9nizin9 and printin9

Capital Y and Small y

Yy Siy4/ \\Nill
I ii

y
I/71\ /

I
Y I Y

/ /
/ /

Child print:

\\\> 4/ \\N

41 P11

Continue as before.

Family Learning Association Phonics Plus A 33



LeSSOn 30
Recorizin9 and printin9

Capital Z and Small z

7 =. 7/ /

z /
L _ _

4". 7

=7 7 =.:7 7/ / -- 7/
Zi7/
A -

/ 7/4 -

-0. 7 11. 7 7
/ / /

/
z _ _

Child print:

-.7/
A -

/
L _ _

-P7/
A -

/ -7/
A _

Continue as before.

34
4 i
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Lesson 31.
Reviewing the Lefters

A through Z

R S

El

P

A

B.

C

E. F.

°N

Help your child connect the dots to draw a picture. Begin with the dot marked A and
follow the letters in alphabetical order. Then have your child color the picture.

Family Learning Association

4 2
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Consonant Letters
aver Sotnetis

Lessons 32-14c1

Workin9 on the Lessons

From here on, your child will learn that the letters of the alphabet represent specific sounds.
We will first focus on initial consonants that represent the sound heard at the beginning of words.

Lesson 32 gives instructions for helping your child discover the relationship between the
letter b and the sound it represents at the beginning of words. Follow these same instructions for all
of the lessons that introduce initial consonants, that is,

First, pronounce each word clearly as you point to it.

Second, have your child say the word.

Third, help your child listen for the beginning sound as you point to the first letter in the
word.

Fourth, ask your child to print or trace the word while saying it softly.

This procedure employs the listen, see, say, write pattern that uses all major senses for
learning these elementary sound-letter relationships.

4 4

Family Learning Association Phonics Plus A 37



Bb
Lessev

Words Be9innin9 with B

IL 1:

(=I /Thl
IL 11

\ I /'-'
L./ k /

II

\ r
1,4 .)

Pronounce each word as you point to it; then have your child say it. Make sure your child
understands that each word begins with the sound represented by the letter B. Then have
your child print the word while saying it again. Your child can color the pictures.

38 Phonics Plus A 4 b Family Learning Association
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Lesson 33
Words Be3innin9 with T

fiAke

e ii±aibfeii

11

1: +I

/-11 . (1-1
1`

1: 1: 1:

I %, 1 I

1:

=.;1;
I 1 1 1

11 11

41

;7. / MI I I

k-114 I

Pronounce each word as you point to it; then have your child say it. Make sure your child
understands that each word begins with the sound represented by the letter T. Then have
your child print the word while saying it again. Your child can color the pictures.

Family Learning Association Phonics Plus A 39



Lesson 36)-t
Words Be9innin9 with S

11Arg- Ar

Ar
/-1111#Y-) (-21

I

Pronounce each word as you point to it; then have your child say it. Make sure your child
understands that each word begins with the sound represented by the letter S. Then have
your child print the word while saying it again. Your child can color the pictures.

40
4
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C

car

LeSSOn 3,5
Words Be3innin9 with C

can

II

1 I I -=R.

11 11
47:
/ VII I

k 44 1 1

40-- Ir- Ar--
t 4 I I r
k_4441 (=?.

Pronounce each word as you point to it; then have your child say it. Make sure your child
understands that each word begins with the sound represented by the letter C.. Then have
your child print the word while saying it again. Your child can color the pictures.

4 8
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Pp

p n

Lessov
Words Beginning with P

pa n

pot

II

I I I I =1-
4L/ 4U 1

A 11

I I

1:
11(Th (=I

Pronounce each word as you point to it; then have your child say it. Make sure your child

understands that each word begins with the sound represented by the letter P. Then have
your child print the word while saying it again. Your child can color the pictures.

42
4
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Lesson 37
Reviewing Initial Consonants B, T, S, C, and P

cc

PSA N12.1
11111101 011fill

Help your child say the name of the object in each picture. Then have your child print
the capital letter that represents the sound heard at the beginning of each word. Your
child can color the pictures.

Family Learning Association 5U Phonics Plus A 43



Lessov 30
Reviewing Initial Consonants B, T, S, C, and P

Help your child say the name of the object in each picture. In the blank space at the
beginning of each word, have your child print the small letter that represents the sound
heard at the beginning of the word. Your child can color the pictures.

44 Phonics Plus A 51 Family Learning Association



waF

Lesson 39
Words Be9innin9 with W

A /\I (Th
% /
V V /

I

A /A% 1/ 1.m 47,
v v 4141 I I

.41^
X A / NI (..:
\IX / /

V V 4 / )

X A / e
V/ / Ii

1
V V I I I

X A I
/ /

V V y

i% A /
/ /

V Y

Pronounce each word as you point to it; then have your child say it. Make sure your child
understands that each word begins with the sound represented by the letter W. Then have
your child print the word while saying it again. Your child can color the pictures.

Family Learning Association
52
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Hk
LeSSOV 141(9

Words Be9innin9 with H

III 1: 11

1-17, (1-1
I i i ..° I

II

I;
I I si

11

VTh fiTh 11#-CI
I I k-1 I I 77

Pronounce each word as you point to it; then have your child say it. Make sure your child
understands that each word begins with the sound represented by the letter H. Then have
your child print the word while saying it again. Your child can color the pictures.
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Pronounce each word as you point to it; then have your child say it. Make sure your child
understands that each word begins with the sound represented by the letter F. Then have
your child print the word while saying it again. Your child can color the pictures.
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Pronounce each word as you point to it; then have your child say it. Make sure your child
understands that each word begins with the sound represented by the letter L. Then have
your child print the word while saying it again. Your child can color the pictures.
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This lesson shows that there are patterns in language. Here the pattern involves pairs of
words that end with the same sound. The first two words (fat cat) rhyme because they
both end with -at. These two letters form the base of the first pair of words. The other
pairs are built on the bases -et, -ig, -ot, and -un. Make sure your child understands that
these pairs of words rhyme because the base sounds the same in each pair. Also point
out that the words in each pair are different because the initial consonant changes.
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Lesson )-te,
More Words that Rhyme

All the objects in each row have names that rhyme. The name of each object is written
below the picture. Have your child say each name, print the word, and color each picture.
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Lesson G)-t6
Reviewing Inii-ial Consonants W, H, F, G, and L
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Help your child look at each picture and name the object. Then have your child print
the capital letter that represents the sound heard at the beginning of each word.
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Lesson ttiT
Reviewing Initial Consonants
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This lesson reviews several initial consonants. For each picture, the first letter of the
name of the object is omitted. Have your child identify each picture and then print the
small letter that represents the initial consonant.
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Lessov 1-te?
Reviewing Initial Consonants

6
TSCG

TFLW
This lesson also reviews a number of initial consonants. Help your child name each
pictured object. Then look at the bottom of the picture to find the letter that represents
the sound heard at the beginning of the word. Have your child draw a circle around the
initial consonant. Your child can color each picture.
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Lesson )-ti9
Reviewin9 Inffial Consonants
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Help your child name the object in each picture. In the little box below each picture,
have your child write the capital letter that represents the initial consonant for each
name. Then have your child color only the three pictures whose names all begin with
the same initial consonant.
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H F Cut out each leiter and paste it in
the box next to the picture of the
word that begins with that leiter.
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Lessons 50-55
Working on the Lessons

Beginning here, each lesson will include a complete sentence that uses a word from the
lesson. After your child prints the individual words on each page, look at the sentence on the bottom
line. Point to each word as you read the sentence aloud. Then have your child read it along with you.
Make sure your child notices the target word in the sentence, for example, mouse in Lesson 50.

When we write a sentence, we arrange words so that they make sense and express a complete
thought. Point out that the sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with a period. Also mention
that the words are separated so they can be read easily. Then have your child print the words and
read the sentence back to you. Follow the same procedure in the following lessons. Of course your
child may color the pictures.

64
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Lesson 55
Reviewing Initial Consonants

Help your child name the object in each picture. Then have your child print the capital
letter that represents the sound heard at the beginning of each name.

Family Learning Association
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Lessov ,56
Reviewing Initial Consonants
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The name of each object is given with the first letter missing. Help your child identify
each picture and then print the small letter that represents the initial consonant. Make
sure your child understands that each word is the name of the object in each picture.
Each initial consonant has already been introduced in earlier lessons.
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Lessov
Reviewing Initial Consonants

Help your child name the object in each picture. In the little box below each picture,
have your child write the capital letter that represents the initial consonant for each
name. Then have your child color three pictures whose names all begin with the same
initial consonant.

Family Learning Association
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TCN
Draw a curvy line from each word at the boitom
to the picture of that word. Color each picture.

Zebra Nail Queen
Yarn Violin
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Lessons 58-62

Workin9 on the Lessons

Each lesson includes a complete sentence that uses a word from the lesson. After your child
prints the individual words on the page, look at the sentence on the bottom line. Point to each word
as you read the sentence aloud. Then have your child read it along with you. Make sure your child
notices the target word in the sentence, for example, new in Lesson 58.

When we write a sentence, we arrange words so that they make sense and express a complete
thought. Point out that the sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with a period. Also mention
that the words are separated so they can be read easily. Then have your child print the words and
read the sentence back to you. Follow the same procedure in the following lessons.
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Words Be9innin9 with V
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These sets of rhyming words review the initial consonants we have introduced so far.
Have your child say and then print the first two words in each row. Notice that the
third word has only the initial consonant given. Make sure your child knows what this
consonant sound is. Then have your child write the missing letters to form another
word that rhymes with the first two in each row.

After the last word has been printed, have your child read the whole row of rhyming
words again while pointing to each initial consonant. The missing words are these:

1. sat 2. get 3. dad 4. got 5. hit 6. cut.
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More Words That Rhyme

FMITTM

Help your child name the objects in the pictures. Three of the objects in each row have
names that rhyme; one does not rhyme. After naming the objects, your child should
color only the three pictures whose names rhyme in each row. (The words that don't
rhyme are given in parentheses below.

1. hat, cat, (box), bat 2. pan, (tree), fan, can 3. boat, goat, coat, (shoe)
4. (ball), cake, rake, lake 5. sock, clock, (flag), block
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LeSSOn 6,5
Reviewing Initial Consonants

A\F-1

Help your child name the object in each picture. Then have your child write the small
letter that represents the initial sound in each name.
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Lesson 66
Reviewing Initial Consonants

ase

Help your child name the object in each picture. Below each picture, print the small
letter that gives the initial consonant in each name.
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Words That Rhyme
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Help your child read the first two letters in each row. Then have your child print
another word that rhymes with the first two. Here are some possibilities:

1. bat, cat, fat, hat, mat, rat

4. hot, lot, not

Family Learning Association

2. pet, set, get, let

5. but, cut, rut

8.

3. bad, dad, mad, pad
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Name each picture.
Say the letter each
one starts with and
color the picture.
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Lessons 68-72

Working on the Lessons

Beginning with this lesson we will focus on final consonants. Help your child read the words
at the top of the page. Point out the final consonant in each word. Have your child read the word
slowly while printing the letters.

Help your child say and print the letters for the other words on the page. Listen to the sound
at the end of the word.

Then help your child read and print the sentence at the bottom of the page. Ask your child to
find the word in the sentence that ends with the final consonant for that page.

Finally, help your child think of an original sentence that uses at least one of the words in the
lesson. Write this sentence on the bottom line. If your child has difficulty thinking of a sentence, each
lesson has a suggested sentence at the end.

8 6
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Here is a suggestion for an original sentence: This is a big box.
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Lesson 69
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We have already seen that d is often used as an initial consonant. Here it is used as a
final consonant. Point out that dad uses d as both initial and final consonant.

Here is a suggestion for an original sentence: The mud is deep.

8 8
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Here is a suggestion for an original sentence: My coat is warm.
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Here is a suggestion for an original sentence: That is a big bag.
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Suggestion for original sentence: We will stop soon.
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Lessov T3
Review of Final Consonants X, D, T, G, and P

Help your child name the object given in each picture. Then have your child write the
consonant letter that represents the sound heard at the end of each word.

Family Learning Association
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Find and color the pictures that end in X, D, T, G, and P.
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Lessons 71-1-78

Working on the Lessons

So far we have focused on consonant letters and the sounds they represent. Now it is time to
look at the vowel letters a, e, i, o, and u.

Each of these letters can represent the sound of a long vowel or a short vowel. We hear the
sound of long vowels when we pronounce these letters in the alphabet. The long vowel is also heard
at the beginning of words such as ate, eat, ice, old, and use. We hear the sound of short vowels at the
beginning of words such as at, egg, it, odd, and up.

In the next five units we will focus on short vowels at the beginning of words. Each lesson will
introduce a short vowel with a picture and a word that begins with a short vowel sound: apple, egg,
igloo, octopus, and umbrella. Then the lesson continues with more words that begin with short
vowels.

As always, your child can color the pictures on each page.

Family Learning Association
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Help your child say each word and then print the letters. Emphasize that each word
starts with the short /a/ sound spelled with the letter a. Read the following sentence
and have your child write it on the line at the bottom of the page: Bill and Tom play
ball. Make sure your child sees that the word and is on this week's list and begins with
the short /a/ sound.
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Help your child say each word and then print the letters. Emphasize that each word
starts with the short /e/ sound spelled with the letter e. Read the following sentence
and have your child write it on the line at the bottom of the page: I broke an egg. Make
sure your child sees that the word egg is on this week's list and begins with the short
/e/ sound.
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Help your child say each word and then print the letters. Emphasize that each word
starts with the short /i/ sound spelled with the letter i. Read the following sentence and
have your child write it on the line at the bottom of the page: The cat is fat. Make sure
your child sees that the word is is on this week's list and begins with the short /i/
sound.
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Help your child say each word and then print the letters. Emphasize that each word
starts with the short /o/ sound spelled with the letter o. Read the following sentence
and have your child write it on the line at the bottom of the page: An ox is very big.
Make sure your child sees that the word ox is on this week's list and begins with the
short /o/ sound.
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Help your child say each word and then print the letters. Emphasize that each word
starts with the short /u/ sound spelled with the letter u. Read the following sentence
and have your child write it on the line at the bottom of the page: Look up in the sky.
Make sure your child sees that the word up is on this week's list and begins with the
short /u/ sound.
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Across

1. Drive a 15. A spinning 5. Bedtime
3. Quack! Quack! 16. The is a hound 7. Did you it?
5. sign 17. Billy 9. One, two, three, you're
6. Easter 11. Eskimo's home
8. Big cat with stripes Down 12. Row, row, row your

10. Apple 2. Jump 14. Oink! Oink!
13. Aladdin's 4. Meow! Meow!
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Follow the vowels from A to U
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Books for young learners from the
Family Learning Association

Phonics Plus, Book A
Children learn to discriminate sound-symbol correspondences through listening, saying,
seeing, and writing the letters of the alphabet. Grades K-1. BB-129-1786

Phonics Plus, Book B
Children learn basic short and long vowel sound-spelling patterns through systematic
activities that include writing whole sentences. Grades 1-2. BB-129-1787

Phonics Plus, Book C
Children learn advanced sound-spelling patterns, prefixes, suffixes and other means for
reading and writing accurately. Grades 3-4. BB-129-1786

Spelling for Writing, Books 1, 2, 3
Children learn to spell logically and systematically by using the well-researched spelling
pattern approach and through writing words in sentences and paragraphs. By the end of
the spelling for Writing Book 3 (third grade), children have a huge repertory of words and
spelling patterns that they can use in their writing. Grades 1-3.

Book 1: BB-129-1769 Student Activity Book 1: BB-129-1769A
Book 2: BB-129-1770 Student Activity Book 2: BB-129-1770A
Book 3: BB-129-1771 Student Activity Book 3: BB-129-1771A

My Galaxy of Memories, Feelings, and Dreams
This delightful journal encourages children to gather family stories as well as their own
reflections on their life and learning. Grades 2-6. BB-111-1634

The Family Learning Association has a wide variety of products and services.
For a catalog or for information call

1-800-759-4723
For free ideas and lesson activities, visit our website: www.kidscanlearn.com

The Family Learning Association
3901 Hagan St. Suite H
Bloomington, IN 47401
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Books for young learners from the

Family Learning Association

Phonics Plus, Book A
Children learn to discriminate sound-symbol correspondences through
listening, saying, seeing, and writing the letters of the alphabet. Grades K-1.

Phonics Plus, Book B
Children learn basic short and long vowel sound-spelling patterns through
systematic activities that include writing whole sentences. Grades 1-2.

Phonics Plus, Book C
Children learn advanced sound-spelling patterns, prefixes, suffixes and other
means for reading and writing accurately. Grades 3-4.

Spelling for Writing, Books 1, 2, 3
Children learn to spell logically and systematically by using the well-researched
spelling pattern approach and through writing words in sentences and
paragraphs. By the end of Spelling for Writing, Book 3 (third grade), children
have a huge repertory of words and spelling patterns that they can use in their
writing. Grades 1-3.

My Galaxy of Memories, Feelings, and Dreams
This delightful journal encourages children to gather family stories as well as
their own reflections on their life and learning. Grades 2-6.

The Family Learning Association has a wide variety of products and services.

For a catalog or for information call

1-800-759-4723

For free ideas and lesson activities, visit our website: www.kidscanlearn.com

The Family Learning Association
3901 Hagan St. Suite H
Bloomington, IN 47401
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